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Countersigned on yertucation with date 
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.Examination, 20..22.... 

Roll No. 

The candidate must write his/her name/Roll no. and the other necessary details in the above 
mentioned blank spaces of the Answer script. 

33G 

All answers intended for the Examiner must be written on both sides of the pages of the book and NOT on one side only. Pencil may be used for sketching drawing/labeling. 

Examiner's Signature. 

Hons./Gen. Paper 

No loose paper will be provided for scribbling and no paper is to be brought in for this purpose. Any candidate found with incriminating documents in his/her possession will be EXPELLED. AII work must be done in the book provided and the pages of the book must not be torn out. The book provided must be submitted. It cannot be replaced by another but if necessary additional pages will be given. A few pages of the book may be used for making notes or calculations but when such notes and calculations are made they must be struck out by drawing a line through each page so used from top to bottom. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

Candidates are forbidden to write answers (or anything else) on the question papers etc. 

No candidate will be allowed to leave the room until an hour has elapsed from the time when the question papers are given out 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

All answers intended for the Examiner must be written on both sides of the pages of the book and 
NOT on one side only. Pencil may be used for sketching drawing/labelling. 

No loose paper will be provided for scribbling and no paper is to be brought in for this purpose. Any 
candidate found with incriminating documents in his/her possession will be EXPELLED. Al work 
must be done in the book provided and the pages of the book must not be torn out. The book 
provided must be submitted. It cannot be replaced by another but if necessary additional pages will 
be given. A few pages of the book may be used for making notes or calculations but when such 

notes and calculations are made they must be struck out by drawing a line through each page so 
used from top to bottom. 

Candidates are forbidden to write answers (or anything else) on the question papers etc. 

No candidate will be allowed to leave the room until an hour has elapsed from the time when the 
question papers are given out. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

The candcate must wnie his/her name/Roli no. and the other necessary details in uie 
Inentonea Dlank spaces of the Answer script. 

Ai arsvers intende: to the Examiner must be written on both sides of the pages of the i. 
NOT cn one siae only. Pencil may be used for sketching drawing/labelling. 

NO0:së paper wili ke provided for scribbling and no paper is to be brought in for this purput. 
candidate found with incriminating documents in his/her possession will be EXPELLED. A! 
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De given. A few pages of the book may be used for making notes or calculations but wher s 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

The candidate musi write his/her name/Roll no. and the other neçessary details in the above 
menioned piank spaces of the Answer script. 

All answers intended for the Examiner must be written on both sides of the pages of the book and 
NOT on one siae onty. Pencil may be used for sketching drawing/labelling. 

NG loose paper wii be provided for scribbling and no paper is to be brought in for this purpose. Any 
candiuate found with incriminating documents in his/her possession will be EXPELLED. All work 
must pe done in the book provided and the pages of the book must not be torn out. The book 
provided must be submitted. tt cannot be replaced by another but if niecessary, additional pages wil 
De giver. Afew pages of the book may be used for making notes or calculations but when such 

uotes and calcujations are made they must be struck out by drawing a line through each page so 
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Ca:d1uates ae forbidderi to write answers (or anything else) on the question papers etc. 
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